
About SigmaTron        
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SigmaTron International 
(NASDAQ:SGMA) is a full service 
EMS provider with a network of 
manufacturing facilities in the 
United States, Mexico, China and 
Vietnam.  
 
We focus on companies who want 
highly customized service plus a 
scalable global manufacturing 
footprint. 
 
We serve a diversified set of 
markets which include: aero-
space/defense, appliance,    
consumer electronics, gaming, 
fitness, industrial electronics, med-
ical/life sciences, semiconductor, 
telecommunications and automo-
tive. Our quality certifications 
include ISO 9001:2015, ISO 
13485:2016, IATF 16949:2016 
and AS9100D. We are also 
International Traffic in Arms Regu-
lations (ITAR) registered. 
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SigmaTron International’s Union City, CA 

facility has upgraded one of its eight 

SMT Lines with new equipment. This new, 

specialized SMT line is configured with 

two stencil printers, three Fuji AIMEX-IIS 

flexible pick & place machines and a 

customized BTU 12-zone nitrogen reflow 

oven.  

“We made the decision to increase our 

SMT placement capacity due to several 

complementary factors. The main factor 

is to improve our throughput and productivity 

in assembling larger and more complex print-

ed circuit board assemblies (PCBAs) requiring 

When crisis strikes, systems get tested. Fortu-

nately, SigmaTron International’s Information 

Technology (IT) department has spent years 

creating a system that easily supports remote 

communication and production status visibility 

with its internal team, customers and suppliers. 

Consequently, the administrative “work from 

home” orders impacting several of its facilities 

were fairly easy to support. 

“We were set up to support work from home 

or business trip scenarios prior to COVID-19 

with a virtual private network (VPN) and high 

speed internet feeding into our systems. Our 

phone system was already set up to forward 

calls customers make to program teams to 

members’ alternate phone numbers. We also 

utilize Skype and Microsoft teams for instant 

messaging and videoconferencing. Most of our 

administrative employees have laptops. So, 

when word came down on short notice that we 

needed to have all office employees working 

from home, we just needed to address the 

scale rather than the modalities,” said Tom 

SigmaTron’s IT System was Prepared for the     
COVID-19 Pandemic 

Rovtar, VP IT. 

As of the end of May, about 90 percent of Sig-

maTron International’s office employees were 

working from home in U.S. as a result of COVID-

19 restrictions. Via the VPN, iScore and the ERP 

system are available to employees exactly as 

they would see it at their desk. The Company’s 

telephone conferencing system is also available, 

making it easy for employees to set up multi-

party conference calls. 

That said, work from home can add security risks. 

The IT team was also prepared for that. 

“Our Microsoft systems center automatically up-

dates virus protection, browsers and Office com-

ponents when people log on using SigmaTron-

supplied laptops. About 10 percent of the work 

from home force was utilizing their own comput-

ers and we have a separate log-in system for 

them that routes them to a segregated server, to 

better protect our core systems from computers 

we don’t maintain. We’ve also increased our 
(Continued on page 3) 

a high number of feeders. For example, one of 

our industrial customers requires over 240 differ-

(Continued on page 4) 

Union City, CA Facility Adds SMT Equipment 

The new line focuses on densely populated PCBAs. 
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error. In short, it is a poka-yoke that pre-

vents errors in our process,” said Anita 

Tucker, EGV’s General Manager. 

It also enhances real-time quality data 

reporting. 

 “In quality reporting we can see data 

by serial number or the entire lot. This 

helps us track trends in first pass yield 

and any repair activities,” added 

Anita. 

Flexibility is another key feature. 

“We have the ability to determine 

where we use enforced routing and 

where we set up error codes. This is 

helping us eliminate small issues that 

can add up to loss of efficiency. For 

example, if we have a kit require-
(Continued on page 4) 

Tango MES Enters Phase III Implementation 
SigmaTron International’s proprietary 

Manufacturing Execution System (MES) 

system known as Tango is now in Phase III 

implementation. The system went live at 

SigmaTron’s Elk Grove Village (EGV) 

facility the first week of June. 

“This phase expands use of the system to 

production, quality and warehouse 

activities. We’ve also enhanced the 

user website to improve usability,” 

Michael Schillaci, Director, IT Develop-

ment, who has been leading the en-

hancement effort. 

The system provides traceability, is 

exception-based, has enforced routing 

capability and integrates with the ERP 

system and iScore in real-time.  

“The system acts as a partner with our 

production operators tracking each 

assembly through all processes. On assemblies 

where we need to add serialization in differ-

ent formats at different parts of the process, 

the system ensures that the right serial number 

is associated with that assembly. Additionally, 

if any process steps are skipped or if an op-

erator attempts to add the wrong serial num-

ber, the system notifies the operator of the 

Above, Tango runs on handlheld scanner as well as comput-

ers, depending on user needs. 

Maintaining a Safe Workplace in the Era of COVID-19 
The COVID-19 pandemic has created 

challenges throughout the world. In Sig-

maTron International’s case, lessons 

learned in facilities impacted early in the 

pandemic have driven preparations in 

facilities throughout its global network.  

For example, the Company’s facility in 

Suzhou, PRC was the first to experience 

shutdown and restart during China’s in-

fection. In restarting factories, Chinese 

inspectors did a good job of sharing best 

practices for mitigating infection as they 

inspected different factories. The end 

result was a more robust process for all 

factories. While each of SigmaTron’s 

factories complies with the regulations in 

the jurisdiction in which it operates, its 

Suzhou facility provided critical infor-

mation that supported weekly and later 

daily conference calls discussing which 

best practices should be standardized 

and implemented as core practices 

throughout the company.  

Standardized mitigation practices included 

employee temperature screening, dividers 

between workstations, frequent use of hand 

sanitizers and soap, and social distancing dur-

ing meal/break times via an increase in stag-

gered break times to reduce headcount in 

break areas.  

There was an evolving approach toward 

masks. 

“We initially provided disposable masks to 

employees. As it became obvious the supply 

of masks was limited, we developed a mask 

sterilization process that extended mask life. 

We also allowed employees to make their 

own washable masks following CDC guide-

lines. The goal was to provide mask options 

that helped mitigate disease and allow em-

ployees to use the mask option they felt most 

comfortable with,” said John Sheehan, V.P. – 

Director of Materials and Supply Chain.  

This early sharing of lessons learned by 

the China facility, enabled SigmaTron’s 

other facilities to be ready ahead of 

infections utilizing practices developed in 

a facility that has had zero COVID-19 

cases. 

“Employee safety in all our facilities is 

our key priority. COVID-19 has intro-

duced some unique workplace challenges 

that our teams around the world have 

worked to address as proactively as 

possible. Just as our customers have de-

pended on us to keep essential products 

shipping, we depend on our employees 

to keep production running. We want to 

make sure that we are doing everything 

we can to keep their work environments 

as safe as possible,” said John.    

 



  

there were temporary factory shutdowns 

in some locations as local governments 

issued blanket stay-at-home orders and 

then modified for essential product man-

ufacturing. Most of these orders were 

put in place with little or no warning, 

and suppliers needed to be notified 

immediately to hold in-bound freight, 

while the facility’s essential production 

status was appealed. Some customers 

reduced demand based on trends in 

their industries and production was put 

on hold for products deemed nonessen-

tial. Material associated with those or-

ders needed to be addressed. Finally, 

some customers actually had increases in 

demand for essential products, necessi-

tating increases in raw material coming 

in. 

SigmaTron’s systems also provided visi-

bility into customer finished goods (FG) 

kanbans, where applicable. As various 

localities began to issue temporary fac-

tory shutdown orders, program manag-

ers were able to contact customers with 

essential products to determine if they 

wanted to take early delivery of con-

signed FG inventory to avoid any delays 

should a warehouse be shut down on 

short notice. This ability to pull in inven-

tory enabled customers to eliminate the 

risk that a short notice shutdown or truck-

ing disruption would lock down their 

product.   

“Our systems strategy has always had 

one key goal: put products where cus-

tomers want them, when they want them. 

COVID-19 changed the locations of 

some of the people who help manage 

that process and it increased the varia-

bles that needed to be managed simul-

taneously. However, our systems have 

continued to more than adequately sup-

port our ability to meet our customers’ 

requirements. It’s always good when a 

lesson learned during a crisis is that your 

team had the right long-term strategy in 

place. Our IT systems are helping our 

team meet the COVID-19 challenge,” 

said John. 
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backup storage options to ensure we have 

the ability to protect and restore our data 

should a virus or malware slip through,” 

added Tom. 

SigmaTron’s focus on security isn’t simply 

systems-based. 

“Employees using computers regularly 

receive training on best practices in com-

puter security. We test them by sending 

phishing emails periodically. If they click 

on the email they get a warning message 

that they have been phished by Sigma-

Tron IT and we put them through addition-

al training. One thing we’ve found during 

the pandemic is that while our employees 

are pretty good at recognizing and 

avoiding our regular test phishing messag-

es, they are clicking on our test COVID-19 

related phishing messages. So, we’ve 

upped our warnings in that area,” said 

Tom.  

SigmaTron’s IT systems have also been 

critical in addressing the supply chain dis-

ruption related to COVID-19. Once again, 

the existing systems strategy was able to 

address this need. SigmaTron uses a com-

bination of proprietary and internally-

developed systems for enterprise and 

shop floor management. All facilities uti-

lize a common ERP system plus third-party 

Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) 

tools. An internally-developed manufac-

turing execution system (MES) supports 

both traceability and enforced routing. 

For the most part, SigmaTron’s supply 

chain and logistics strategy has addressed 

constraints in component supply. 

“There was a 4-8 week gap in component 

supply based on China shutdown in late 

January/early February. That said, be-

cause extra inventory had been produced 

and stored in advance of the normal Lu-

nar New Year shutdown the impact wasn’t 

as severe. Additionally, the virus spread 

disrupted production outside China, which 

depressed component demand. As a re-

(Continued from page 1) 

COVID-19 & IT 

sult, component manufacturers were able to 

catch up fairly quickly,” said John Sheehan, 

V.P. – Director of Materials and Supply Chain. 

Spot shortages are developing, as the De-

fense Production Act constrains components 

needed for essential products such as ventila-

tors. 

Changes in product demand and travel pat-

terns impacted shipping and air freight. Sig-

maTron’s team addressed this by shipping 

freight LTL in both directions as soon as parts 

became available rather than consolidating in 

large shipping containers.  

The combination of an industry-standard ERP 

software with an internally-developed iScore 

suite of supply chain management tools ena-

bles all stakeholders to track demand, materi-

al on order, inventory, work-in-process, fin-

ished goods and shipments. An MRP Share 

program provides suppliers with complete 

customer forecast visibility, plus current inven-

tory and material on order. When customers 

began to process pushouts with SigmaTron, its 

team could see that in iScore and adjust the 

schedule with suppliers immediately. Addition-

ally, the system highlighted any shortages in 

raw material for essential production that 

wasn’t being pushed out.  

While SigmaTron is building a number of 

products deemed essential in all locations, 

SigmaTron’s IT department “phishes” employees as 

part of IT security training. 
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Have a suggestion or article idea?  

Contact Curtis Campbell, VP Sales, West Coast Operations 

Phone: 510-477-5004  

Email: curtis.campbell@sigmatronintl.com  

SMT Equipment 

ent SMT part numbers on the top side alone 

for their products,” said Yousef Heidari, VP 

of Engineering. 

The facility had previously standardized on 

this SMT pick & place platform, so there 

are sufficient extra feeders and carts to 

support fast line changeovers on all com-

mon placement equipment. The placement 

machines also include software that auto-

matically highlights optimum component 

feeder location for most efficient place-

ment. 

“Keeping two of our stencil printers inline 

will also provide us with options for solder 

paste and adhesive application, as needed. 

(Continued from page 1) As a part of our New Product Introduc-

tion (NPI) process, it is our standard 

practice to review the details of our PCB 

assemblies with our Valor software tool 

and to design the details of all of our 

stencils and assembly fixtures. The flexi-

bility in stencil printers enhances our 

ability to make optimized processing 

recommendations,” added Yousef.  

The facility is seeing an increase in com-

plex PCBAs.  

“We’ve been assembling complex, high 

part count and/or large form factor 

PCBAs for several years, so we aren’t 

seeing much difference in the new 

PCBAs’ technology requirements. Assem-

bling higher layer count (30+, 0.25” 

thick) larger PCBAs with large BGAs 

(about 3 inches and 6000 solder-balls) 

requires a thermally capable reflow 

oven and process. That said, we are 

seeing more business that fits this PCBA 

category so it makes sense to increase 

our SMT area’s capability and capaci-

ty. For over a decade, we have relied 

on combination of 2D automated opti-

cal inspection (AOI) and 3D automatic 

X-ray laminography inspection (AXI) 

for our assembly and soldering process 

and product verification. We are cur-

rently in the process of in-factory eval-

uation of a few different 3D AOI ma-

chines to complement our verification 

processes,” said Yousef. 
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ment for 120 pieces of a part and the 

stockroom only has 100 pieces in inventory, 

the system will warn the stockroom staff to 

transfer more material before picking be-

gins. We are basically giving people who 

are managing a lot of daily transactions, a 

virtual assistant who warns them if a prob-

lem is about to occur,” said Anita. 

Training on the new system has been going 

well, in part because the team took a new 

approach to training. 

“Any time a new system is introduced, some 

employees get nervous. Some of our team 

members use computers all the time, 

some don’t. We scheduled a full week 

for training and broke it up into multiple 

sessions to ensure everyone had time to 

use the system and get comfortable. We 

also explained the ‘why’ behind what 

the system is doing for us so that em-

ployees could understand how their use 

of the system would help others in the 

factory,” said Anita. 

Additionally, members of the IT staff 

provided mentoring during the first 

week of use. Superusers took over the 

role of mentors for the rest of the team 

when IT wasn’t available. The result 

has been good understanding of sys-

tem use throughout the team. 

Additional system enhancements are 

underway. Prior to system roll-out IT 

had created a special use programs 

for verification while packing products. 

This program will be finalized and 

integrated into the Tango in third quar-

ter. Phase III of Tango is scheduled to 

be implemented in SigmaTron’s Union 

City, CA and Tijuana, Mexico facilities 

by the end the year. 


